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ABOUT
THE GAME

In Startup Wars, your company just released an app and 

the goal is to beat the competition by acquiring the 

most users. Battle your way to the top by acquiring, 

stealing, swiping, and slowing your opponent with the 

arsenal in your hand. Do you have what it takes to 

dominate in the Startup Wars?

You are  trying to launch your app in Silicon Valley, the 

most innovative cutthroat tech hub in the world. The 

goal of this game is to acquire 3 million, (quick game), or 5 

million users (normal game) to win the game. The game is 

broken down into milestones. Each milestone ends when a 

player acquires 1 million or more users or all cards in the 

draw deck have been played.  A minimum of three players 

is recommended to play Startup Wars
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A Turn: a player draws a card from a draw deck and performs 

an action.

A Round: all players complete a turn.

A Milestone: one player acquires 1 million or more users or 

the Draw deck is empty

GLOSSARY

THE OBJECT OF THE GAME

The objective of the game is to be the �rst player to acquire 3 

million or 5 million users depending on which game is 

chosen at the beginning of the gameplay. The gameplay is 

broken into milestones. A milestone is completed when one 

player has acquired 1 million or more users or all cards in the 

draw deck are used up. Depending on speci�c actions during 

the milestone, bonus users will be awarded. See the section 

on Acquiring Bonus Users.
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TYPES OF CARDS

USER
CARDS

46

REMEDY
CARDS

12AWARD
CARDS

7

BATTLE
CARDS

12 14 SAFETY
CARDS

4

VOTED BEST STARTUP

EDITORS’ CHOICE

5-STAR RATING

Award Cards (tear)

CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT

MARKETING WIN

#

1

3

1

1

1

SWIPE

BUG ON APP

CASE OF THE MONDAYS

Battle Cards (purple) #

4

6

4

#

3

3

3

3

NEW APP

FIREWALL

SETTLEMENT

BANK LOAN

Remedy Cards (green)

#

3

3

3

3

APP FAILED

HACK ATTACK

LAWSUIT

Battle Cards (red)

OUT OF MONEY

ROCKSTAR DEV

THE IT GUY

SUPERHERO LAWYER

Safety Cards (gold/yellow)

ANGEL INVESTOR

1

1

1

1

# #

25K

50K

75K

USER CARDS

100K

200K

10

10

10

1

4
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SETUP

To set up, deal 6 cards to all players and keep the remainder 

in the middle. This is the Draw Deck. The area in front of 

each player is their User Base. This is where each player 

places their acquired users, penalties and protection cards. 

User Base

There are two suggested ways to layout acquired users. One 

way, layout A, is to group all the user cards by the amount of 

users laid out cascadingly in the User Base. Layout B is to 

group the users into groups of 100K. For example, three 

cards (50K, 25K, 25K) will be in the �rst group and two user 

cards (75K and 25K) will be in another group. This layout 

allows a player to quickly tally their users as they approach 1 

million users.

Layout A for User Base
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Method B for

Domain Area

START PLAYING

To start the game, the player with the lowest battery 

percentage  or the youngest player starts the game 

and continues clockwise. The �rst player takes a card from 

the draw deck, then chooses one of the cards in their hand to 

either attack an opponent, add users to their User Base, or 

discard in the discard pile, if no action can be played. The 

game continues as the next clockwise player draws one card 

from the draw deck to play. Players should have six cards in 

their hand at all times, unless they are penalized by a Hack 

Attack Card, or they forget to pick up (replenish) a card 

during their turn.

A player starts by picking up a card from the draw deck then 

performing one of the following actions:

Layout B for User Base
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ACQUIRING USERS

A player can put down user cards as soon as the milestone 

starts during their turn. User cards in their User Base are 

considered their “acquired users”. Once a player has 

acquired 1 million or more users, the milestone is complet-

ed. A player may also acquire users by stealing acquired 

users from other players by using a swipe card.

NOTE:  A turn ends when the next player draws a card. A player 
may replenish their hand at any time during their turn. If a 
player forgets to pick up a card to replenish their hand during 
their turn, they will continue the milestone with less than six cards 
in hand. Once a player has played a card on an opponent, it 
can not be undone. 
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Attack (Purple or Red cards) 

Shield (Yellow Cards)

Remedy (Green and Yellow Cards)

Acquire Users (User Cards)

or

Discard a card(If player can't perform

any of the above actions)



Each milestone is completed in one of two ways: a player 

accumulates 1 million or more users or all playable cards 

from the Draw Deck have been used. All acquired users for 

each player are counted toward the goal to win the game 

regardless of who completed the milestone.

COMPLETING A MILESTONE

Players are awarded bonus users by performing certain 

actions during each milestone. Bonus users acquired during 

each milestone are counted after the milestone is complet-

ed.

YELLOW CARD:

When a player has a yellow card in hand, there are two 

strategies they can choose to play, shield or counter attack. 

Shield:

A player can use the yellow card to shield from being 

attacked by a red card. Playing the yellow card as a shield will 

yield 100K bonus users counted at the end of the milestone. 

Note: 100K bonus users do not count as part of the 1 million 

acquired users to complete the milestone.

ACQUIRING BONUS USERS
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The �rst player that acquires 5 million users or 3 million users 

(short game) wins the game. The total users count includes 

acquired users plus bonus users.

WINNING THE GAME

Counter - Attack:

A player can choose to use the yellow card as a counter - 

attack. Instead of using the yellow card to shield against an 

attack, a player can hold o� and wait for an opponent to 

attack with a red card. Then immediately throw the yellow 

card to counter attack. After the counter - attack, the yellow 

card becomes a shield for the rest of the milestone for that 

player. This action will yield 200K of additional bonus users 

on top of the 100K for playing a yellow card. The player will 

receive a total of 300K additional users counted at the end of 

the milestone.

First to accumulate exactly 1 million users:

While it is possible to complete a milestone with 1 million 

users or more, the �rst player to accumulate exactly 1 million 

users to complete the round will get an additional 400K 

bonus users and is counted after the milestone has ended.

Playing all four yellow cards:

By chance, if one player is able to play all 4 yellow cards 

within a milestone, they will get an additional 300K bonus 

users after the milestone has ended.
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SCORING

After each milestone, meaning once a player has acquired 1 

million or more users, all players tally their acquired users and 

bonus users. All users acquired during this milestone are 

counted towards the 3 or 5 million users to win.

Bonus Users (counted once the milestone is completed)

The player who �nishes the milestone with exactly 1 

million acquired users receives 400K bonus users.

Each Safety Card that is played as a Shield, the 

player receives 100K bonus users. If the safety card 

was played in response to an attack, it is worth an 

additional 200K bonus users, for a total of 300K 

users.

A player who plays all four safety cards within a 

milestone, whether as a shield or an attack, they 

will receive an additional 300K bonus users.
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25,50,75,100,200k users

Finish milestone with exactly 1 million users

Safety card played as Shield

Safety card played as Counter Attack

All 4 Safety cards played by one player

+ 25,50,75,100,200k users

+ 400K users

+ 100K users

+ 300k users

+ 300k users
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SLOWING AN OPPONENT’S PROGRESS
WITH BATTLE CARDS

All played cards go into the discard pile. 

App Fail
Play this card on an opponent to make 
them lose one turn.

Out of Money
Play this card on an opponent to force them 
to give their lowest user card from the User 
Base to any player other than you.

Lawsuit
Play this card to steal one lowest acquired 
user card from each opponent in their User 
Base. 
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Hack Attack

Play this card to force an opponent to lose 

one card from their hand for the entire 

milestone. The player who throws down the 

Hack Attack Card gets to randomly pick one 

card from the opponent's hand without 

looking at the cards. The selected card is 

placed on the User Base with the Hack 

Attack card until remedied. Once remedied, 

the player will get the selected card back in 

their hand. Then the Hack Attack card is 

placed in the discarded pile.
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ATTACK CARDS

Swipe

Play this card on any opponent to steal one 

acquired user card. If a player is being 

attacked with a Swipe card and they have a 

swipe card of their own, they can choose to 

play the swipe card to counter - attack which 

will counter their opponent's action. Swipe 

cards can not be used on any Award Cards 

(Celebrity Endorsement, Editor Choice, 

5-Star Rating)



When being attacked by a battle card, a player can use a 

remedy card right away, even if it’s not their turn. When the 

player has remedied a battle card, draw again from the draw 

deck to replenish and gameplay continues where it last left 

o�.

If a Safety Card is played during a Battle Card attack, the 

player gets 300K bonus users after the milestone is over. 

Playing a Safety Card without an attack will shield that player 

from a related attack for the rest of the milestone but they will 

not get 300K bonus users.

TO REMEDY A BATTLE CARDS

Case of the Monday

Play this card on an opponent to force them 

to discard 100k acquired users into the 

discarded pile. Opponents must have a total 

of 100K users in their domain. (25k x4, 50k + 

50k, 75k +25k, or 100k).

Bug on App

Play this card to freeze all players from 

playing user cards for two turns.
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App Fail

remedied with

New App Release

or Rockstar Developer

Out of Money

remedied with

Bank Loan

or Angel Investor

Hack Attack

remedied with

Firewall

or The IT Guy

Lawsuit

remedied with

Settlement

or Superhero lawyers



AWARDS CARDS

5-Star Rating

Play to be awarded 150K Users. These users 

are protected from Swipe or being stolen

Editor Choice

Play to be awarded 200K Users. These users 

are protected from Swipe or being stolen

Celebrity Endorsement

Play to be awarded 250K users. These users 

are protected from Swipe or being stolen
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Successful Marketing Campaign

This card will double a player's bonus users 

after the current milestone if it is played 

during a milestone.

Voted Best Startup

This card blocks any purple cards. It’s a 

one-time use only.
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